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Summer Projects
Once again, the summer staff of Instruc-

tors found that between Road Classes, Scheduled Classes here at the Training Center, Instructor Training, and various improvement projects, it
was a very busy summer.
Some of you that have been to the training
center in the past might remember the concrete material bins located across from the Kitchen parking lot. All
of the Instructors, as well as a Spring C-3 concrete class
were involved with forming and pouring five new bins in
the same area, but parallel to the road and offset seventy-five feet from the road. They did a phenomenal job.
Another project that was started back in April was a new
class-room in A-lab. The new classroom will provide an
additional option for training when the Training Center is
utilized to its fullest. This new classroom also has a flat
roof on it which provides some much needed storage
space for class equipment that is needed for some classes that seldom run, but needed none the less.
Due to the addition of Smart Boards© into two
of the classrooms, two more classrooms were
prepped for the installation of the equipment
once they arrive.

In addition to the classroom adjustments, the
Library ceiling and an Instructor office ceiling
were replaced, along with various maintenance
issues around the facility. The Instructors were
also busy with upgrading the information in
various classes, as well as working on their Liuna
and ANSI Trainer Certifications. Yes it has been a
very busy summer!

Purpose of Ohio Laborers Training
and Apprenticeship Fund

T

he following excerpt from the
Agreement and Declaration and
Trust defines the purpose of the training program:
Whereas, The Association and the
Union have entered into a Collective
Bargaining Agreement on behalf of
their respective members, and which
Agreement, among other things, provides as a conditin of employment that
employer-members of the Association
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will during the term of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement and may in
the future agree that contributions of
certain specified amounts of money will
be made to a Training and Apprenticeship Fund to be established, operated
and maintained to promote, improve
and advance the interest and common
good of all engaged in the business in
the State of Ohio, and more particularly,
but not limited to, employee training,
advanced training, construction technical education, safety education, educational and informational programs
for training and generally upgrading
Winter 2014

employees abilities and opportunities
within the industry.
If you have any questions regarding
training, please contact Training Director Dennis Underwood, or Executive
Director Robert Chatterson. We can
be reached by phone weekdays from
8:00am to 4:30pm, at 1-800-635-7570,
or write to us at:
Ohio Laborers Training and
Apprenticeship Trust Fund
25721 Coshocton Road
Howard, OH 43028

oltc.org

New Faces
Tim Blubaugh joined the staff in September as part of the
maintenance department after Chris Pae chose not to return
this season. Tim was chosen because of his extensive HVAC
experience (over 23 years) as well as his electrical and plumbing
background. With numerous State certifications in HVAC, as
well as a thorough knowledge of building construction both residential and commercial, Tim was an easy choice. Tim has been
married for 34 years and has a son. He takes care of the family
farm as well as being an auto-mechanic in his spare time.
Marcus Brandenburg joined the staff in September as part

of the Kitchen staff after Evowne Dailey retired. He was picked
from among 11 applicants to fill the vacancy because he has
over 20 years of cooking and food service experience. Marcus
is working on a degree in Philosophy from Kenyon College. He
enjoys playing the piano, guitar, and drums in his spare time, as
well as taking care of his own homestead orchard that he and
his two daughters planted.

Renee Brumbaugh joined the staff in November as part of the
Housekeeping department after Toni Blubaugh chose not to
return this season. Renee comes from a family of Laborers, her
father having put in 40 years with Local 1216, Mansfield, Ohio.
Renee has worked in Housekeeping for several hotels as well
as spent some time as a Customer Service Manager for both
hotels and an Optical Lab. She has 4 children, 3 daughters and
1 son.
Colin Sikon joined the staff in November as part of the Instruc-

tor staff due to the retirement of Hughie Boggs. The decision
was made not to hire an Instructor immediately due to the slow
start of the season, but in mid- October that quickly changed
due to an overwhelming increase in class applications. Colin
is from the Cleveland area and has been a member of Local
860 for 12 years. He brings an extensive background in Bridge
construction and demolition as well as time spent as a Carpenter and Mason Tender. Colin has been married for 11 years and
has 1 son. He was a part-time Fire Fighter and an EMT in the
Cleveland area. In his spare time, Colin is a goalie for the Cleveland Ice Barons Hockey Team.
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Do you know what a PEL is?
T

he PEL (Permissible Exposure
Limit) is a legal limit in the United
States that has been established by
OSHA, for the exposure of employees to a chemical or physical agent.
When an employee must work in an
environment where a chemical or
dust is present or may be present,
the employer must do air monitoring
to ensure that an employee will not
be overexposed to that chemical or
dust.
The PEL is a type of exposure limit, as is the National Institute
of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) which issues REL’s, and the
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)
which issues TLV’s. The PEL’s are the
only legally enforceable exposure
limit. However it should be noted
that OSHA’s regulations are minimal
and they haven’t issued a PEL for
everything.
A PEL is usually given as a
time-weighted average (TWA). In
addition to TWA’s, some PEL’s may
be issued as a short-term exposure
limit (STEL) or as a ceiling limit. A
TWA is the average exposure over
a specified period of time, usually

8-hr. An employee may be exposed
to concentrations above the PEL for
a brief period of time, as long as the
exposure doesn’t exceed a STEL or a
ceiling limit and as long as the total
exposure for the 8-hr. time period is
under the PEL.
PEL’s are often expressed
in terms of Parts per Million (ppm),
Parts per Billion (ppb), milligrams
per cubic meter (mg/m³), or fibers
per cubic centimeter (fibers/
cm³). Parts per Million is the
most commonly used term to
describe very small amount
of liquid contaminant in the
work environment.
As an example, 1 drop
of colored dye in 1,000,000
drops of water, one penny in
$10,000 dollars, one second in
12 days of your life, one minute in two years, one pinch
of salt on 20 pounds of
potatoes, one bad apple
in 2,000 barrels. We
could also do a comparison based on
percentages, such
as 1ppm=0.0001%,
10,000 ppm = 1.0%.

Consider this, 1 kilogram (km) = 1
million milligrams (mg), so 1 mg/kg
= 1 ppm. 1 liter (l) of water weighs
exactly 1 kg, so 1 mg/l = 1 ppm.
PEL’s are established to
determine how much of a contaminant in the air that an employee can
be exposed to without the employer
having to put that employee in a
respirator.
For more information on this
subject, please
enroll in one of
the environmental
classes or
the confined
space class.

For more class
photos and up-todate information
on class schedules
take a look at our
Facebook page:

Ohio Laborers’
Training Center!
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Apprenticeship Corner
Capture the Gridiron:

L

ike many of you, I spent way too much time this fall watching football. But as someone dedicated to helping
people achieve success in the construction industry, it was difficult for me to ignore the countless examples of
courage, commitment and sacrifice being broadcasted on Sunday afternoons. It is exciting to see years of training
pay off on the largest stages imaginable.
The young apprentices we work with may not be athletes, but they can still learn a lot from football. Think about
it. Although 32 different teams were represented, every competitor shared the same simple goal: the Vince Lombardi Trophy. The players focused on that goal for years, with the trophy being the prize. Even the ones who won’t
win the prize are still miles ahead – they’ve learned priceless lessons about hard work and commitment that will
help them succeed.
Our apprentices must understand the importance of setting measurable, achievable career goals. They must understand that in order to stay motivated, they need to continually push themselves and strive for something that
at first glance appears impossible to reach. These may seem like no-brainers to you and me, but the younger generation needs a little help from their elders (in other words, Journeypersons) to wise up to the basic facts of life.
Remind your apprentices that it’s never too early to create life goals. In fact, you MUST start early if you want to
reach your full potential. Most football players started training when they were in elementary school, if not earlier! It takes time to build up experience and knowledge, but you don’t need to wait to establish powerful goals.
This is a “Vince Lombardi lesson” that should be taught on every jobsite and at our training center.
									~Vincent Irvin
									 State Apprenticeship Coordinator
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Yearbook Photos

I enjoyed
all
instructors
I have had
~ E Sharier, FB

Laborers rock!
~ P Orr, FB
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DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that OSHA requires contractors to provide training for their employees, when those employees are going to be exposed to certain environments that could harm the employee or those working around
the employee? Many of the things that Laborers do on the job site require training. This training does not necessarily have to be extensive from a time standpoint, but it must be thorough.
Some of this required training may be skills that an individual has developed over many years of field work, and
so the individual does not understand the necessity in spending the time in a training session, and some of it could be
training in a subject that the employee never intended on working in or around.

The necessity of this required training is so that a contractor can have documented proof that you have been
provided training in a required subject. Below is a list of topics from OSHA’s construction standard, in which contractors
must provide proof of training for their employees. Please note that this list does not cover all required training for employees, just those topics from the construction standard.

OSHA Construction Training Requirements ~ 29 CFR Part 1926
Subpart C
		
		
		

General Safety and Health Provisions
General Safety and Health Provisions
Safety Training and Education
Employee Emergency Action Plans

Subpart D
Occupational Health and Environmental 			
		Controls
		
Medical Services and First-Aid
		Ionizing Radiation
		Nonionizing Radiation
		
Gases, Vapors, Fumes, Dusts, and Mists
		Hazard Communication
		Methylenedianiline
		
Lead in Construction
		
Process Safety Management of Highly
		Hazardous Chemicals
		
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency 			
		Response
Subpart E		
Personal Protective and Life Saving Equipment
		Hearing Protection
		Respiratory Protection
Subpart F		
Fire Protection and Prevention
		Fire Protection

Subpart P		
		

Excavations
General Protection Requirements

Subpart Q		
		

Concrete and Masonry Construction
Concrete and Masonry Construction

Subpart R		
		

Steel Erection
Bolting, Riveting, Fitting-up, and Plumbing-up

Subpart S		
Underground Construction, Caissons, Cofferdams, and 		
		Compressed Air
		Underground Construction
		Compressed Air
Subpart T		
Demolition
		Preparatory Operations
		Chutes
		Mechanical Demolition
Subpart U		
Blasting and Use of Explosives
		General Provisions
		Blaster Qualifications
		
Surface Transportation of Explosives
		
Firing the Blast
Subpart V		
Power Transmission and Distribution
		General Requirements
		Overhead Lines
		Underground Lines
		
Construction in Energized Substations

Subpart G		
Signs, Signals, and Barricades
		Signaling
Subpart I 		
Tools-Hand and Power
		
Powder-Operated Hand Tools
		Woodworking Tools
Subpart J		
Welding and Cutting
		
Gas Welding and Cutting
		
Arc Welding and Cutting
		Fire Prevention
		
Welding, Cutting, and Heating In Way of Preservative 		
		Coatings

Subpart X		
Stairways and Ladders
		Ladders
		Training Requirements
Subpart Y		
		

Diving
Commercial Diving Operations

Subpart Z		
Toxic and Hazardous Substances
		Asbestos
Subpart K		
Electrical
		13 Carcinogens
		
Ground Fault Protection
		Vinyl Chloride
		Inorganic Arsenic
Subpart L		
Scaffolding
		Cadmium
		Scaffolding-Training Requirements
		Benzene
		
Coke Oven Emissions
Subpart M		
Fall Protection
		1,2-Dibromo-3-Chloropropane
		
Fall Protection-Training Requirements
		Acrylonitrile
		Ethylene Oxide
Subpart N		
Cranes, Derricks, Hoists, Elevators, and Conveyors
		Formaldehyde
		
Material Hoists, Personnel Hoists, and Elevators
		Methylene Chloride
Subpart O		
Motor Vehicles, Mechanized Equipment, and Marine 		
		Operations
Subpart CC		
Cranes and Derricks in Construction
		
Material Handling Equipment
		Power Signaling
		Site Clearing
		
Signal Person Qualification
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Those trainees completing 120 hours
of training, at the training center or
local union halls, will receive a $25
Speedway fuel card. We hope that you
will take advantage of this offer to get
the training you need, as well as some
relief at the gas pump! *One card per
trainee each season.

Apprentice and Training
Plan Exemption
o participants of the Ohio LaborT
ers Training and Apprenticeship, in
compliance with the Exemption from

Reporting and Disclosure Requirements per 29 CFR part 2520 amending
the original application for exemption
dated March 28, 1980.
Name of Plan:
Ohio Laborers Training and
Apprenticeship Fund
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Earn
while
you
learn!
Successful completion of 60 hours
in the current training season, at the
training center or Local Union halls,
will qualify you for our OLTC ball
cap. *One cap per trainee each season.

Employer IS Number:
31-1739703
Plan Administrator:
Board of Trustess of the Ohio Laborers
Training and Apprenticeship Fund
Information regarding existing classes
can be found in the Curriculum Guide,
includig the course descriptions, and
prerequisites. Copies of the Curriculum
Guide will be mailed to you in the fall. If
you do not receive one, contact the
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Training Center, or your Local Union
Hall for a copy. New classes will be
posted in the newsletter, and posted at
the Union Halls.
To enroll in training classes, you must
pick up an application at the Local
Union Hall, from your participating Contractor, or call the Training Center office
to have one mailed to you. Fill out the
application, take it to your Local Union
Hall for the Business Manager’s signature, and mail it to the training center.
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